Kenmore ultrasoft 800
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January 17, 2008 12:42 p.m. JonJubeTube OP Deal addict January 2, 2007 2899 posts 1011 upvotes Toronto January 17, 2008 12:42pm were hunting for an entire house water softener for a while. UPDATE: SEARS has added a Mail-in-The-Discount for another $50 off - see below. Just called Sears
(Toronto) to see if they were going to give up water softerners this year, as they did last year (see thread - dropped to $1,150). They have sales starting Saturday that drops the Kenmore Ultrasoft 800 water softener to $999. Others will be on sale too. «IMG» ... nerMIB.jpg/IMG' January 17th, 2008 12:50
pm Fire Deal Addict Dec 1, 2002 2204 posts 483 upvotes Burlington January 17, 2008 12:50pm Any filter or other things should be replaced every couple of months? How hard is it to install it? January 17th, 2008 1:16 pm JonJubeTube OP Deal Addict January 2, 2007 2899 posts 1011 upvotes Toronto
January 17, 2008 1:16 pm Fire wrote: Any filter or other things should be replaced every couple of months? How hard is it to install it? Just add the salt bags a couple of times a year. Do it yourself: And if you're less inclinded, Sears charges about $170 to install replacements and $60 to drag the old one
away. Metal guy mught take the softener unit proper away for free and you can reuse the plastic salt tank. January 17, 2008 1:17pm 4flava Deal Fanatic March 19, 2006 9699 posts 1914 upvotes Toronto January 17, 2008 1:17pm I think this type you don't need filters. you load the machine with water
softening the salt beads. I just had one instilled in my house like 2 weeks ago. I bought it from H.D. and then someone set it up. I also had to buy copper pipes so that a person could make connections... I don't want my outdoor water lines to be connected because that would be a waste. January 17, 2008
1:31pm Andlai Junior member September 7, 2003 104 posts 3 upvotes January 17, 2008 1:31pm I bought the exact model that was special last time. One quick point, $999 does not include installation fees. The installation fee is $251 plus GST. These fees include 5 feet of pipes. Anything longer than it
will be $5/ft. I've been using it for 3 months, everything has been working well so far. January 17, 2008 1:45 p.m. Fire Deal Addict December 1, 2002 2204 posts 483 upvotes Burlington January 17, 2008 1:45pm 4flava wrote: I think this type you don't need filters. you load the machine with water softening
the salt beads. I just had one instilled in my house like 2 weeks ago. I bought it from H.D. and then someone set it up. I also had to buy copper pipes so that a person could make connections... I don't want my outdoor water lines to be connected because that would be a waste. You said I didn't need a
filter anymore if I this softener? January 17, 2008 1:58 pm yu130960 deal addict October 2, 2004 1274 posts 46 upvotes January 17, 2008 1:58 pm I went to the States on Black Friday and took this: ... ... For the life of me I could not learn with the differences were or why two different lines b/w Canada
and U.S. Sears when my U.S. model clearly says the warranty is completely covered in Canada. Either way, installed it myself, but I spent like $150 on misc plumbing items to plumb it, a copper pipe adapter (my house pex), and pex pipes, Ts elbows and other items to run it the way I wanted. It was an
interesting project, although I didn't use it enough to see how it works. My floors are made. Things for sale : Things for Sale (404/Hwy 7 Pickup GTA) January 17, 2008 2:05pm JonJubeTube OP Deals Addict January 2, 2007 2899 posts 1011 upvotes Toronto January 17, 2008 2:05pm wrote Fire: You said
I didn't need a filter anymore if I got this softener installed? No, you still need a reverse osmosis or a water filter that took out the impurities. It takes care of solid water caused by lime in groundwater. You use much less soap and shampoo. Best of all, you don't require a CLR lime stain and clog removal
for your faucets, showers and drains! January 28th, 2008 1:52 pm JonJubeTube OP Deals addict January 2, 2007 2899 posts 1011 upvotes Toronto January 28, 2008 1:52 pm Sears added $50 in mail in a discount on this offer. The message has been updated. January 28, 2008 1:59pm JAC Deal
Experts April 16, 2001 15565 posts 2208 upvotes January 28, 2008 1:59 pm JonJubeTube wrote: No, you still need a reverse osmosis or water filter that sweeps out the impurities. It's very important. You don't want to drink softened water that hasn't gone through the reverse osmosis filter to remove salt.
Whenever someone asks a question that starts with Why they... or why don't they ... the answer is always a) money, b) stupidity, or c) both. January 28, 2008 2:07 p.m. Col127 Senior Member May 8, 2004 975 posts 3 upvotes January 28, 2008 2:07pm is the remover chlorine? how does this compare to
larger brands such as ecosystems or calligans? I'm on the market for softeners! January 28, 2008 2:40 p.m. non-canonical members September 12, 2006 366 posts 12 upvotes Arviat January 28, 2008 2:40 pm JAC wrote: Very important. You don't want to drink softened water that hasn't gone through the
reverse osmosis filter to remove salt. Err... I suppose if you are on a sodium-reducing diet... Though, if your water is rock hard you'd better worry about sodium in canned soup. In addition, you can always use potassium chloride instead of sodium chloride. The water softener removes calcium by ion
exchange with sodium (or potassium). Calcium is out, sodium/potassium in. Other methods are needed to remove iron, chlorine, etc etc etc. etc. soft water foam soap is much better than hard, so you tend to use fewer detergents. Groundwater sources are usually harsh (high calcium content), while
rainwater and surface water are usually mild. FWIW y was lucky with Sears water softeners, although the resin cylinder inside the salt storage bin can be problematic with overcoming salt due to condensation of resin resin Use good quality salts and put a particulate filter upstream from the softeners and
you will greatly extend its lifespan. ? 2 Responses from these members: I know it can be very frustrating to have problems with a water softener. When this happens, it's because of the dirty venturi nozzle. Once it has been cleaned, it can take several cycles for the level to come back down. If it is full of
water and salt in a solid tank, you can vacuum water and salt with a wet/dry vacuum. Once you have cleaned it, run the softener through several manual cycles to make sure it doesn't fill back with water. If it only has a few inches of water at the bottom, that's fine. If it works, you can add salt. If the level
doesn't come down you will need to double check the venturi nozzle first. If that doesn't help, you can visit our Kenmore Water website. Just click on this link to view the troubleshooting animation: Kenmore Waters. If that doesn't help, I would recommend that you schedule a service. Just click on this link
to do this: Sears Home Services. I hope it helps. If you need more help, please respond to this thread with a full model number. Thank you for using Manage My Life. A tank full of water is not something that should happen with the Kenmore water softener. In the link below, there is a lot of good
information on the subject. Hope this helps while expert response with more information. Want to get an update on the new answers? addressing this issue: There is a wide range of reasons for this problem. There are a number of things that need to be a problem shot to determine the cause of the
problem. As can be seen from the video, the solutions require significant softening of part of the dismantling tank. To save time and from damaging parts of your unit it is best to get a trained professional to fix the device. Our trained specialists here at WaterSmart can quickly and inexpensively solve this
problem, saving time and money. The water in the salt tank about half way up TankAnother's common concern we get calls about often is that people tell us that the water is about half way up their salt tank. If you have this question there is something wrong with your water softener. The good news is that
usually if you have this problem can be fixed easily. Solution: The most common reason for a salt tank half full of water is that the nozzle and venturi are dirty or blocked. This is a process that Kenmore provides instructions on how to do on your own www.kenmorewater.com. This requires a significant
dismantling of the device, so if you are not very mechanically inclined or the patient will probably be better off contacting an expert as an expert water softener technician at WaterSmart to save you Disappointment. If you are brave, you can read on the process and try to clean the nozzle and ventura. The
problem is not covered by the warrantyIf you have a problem with your Kenmore water softener the first thing you you It is to check if the repair will be under warranty. Unfortunately, Kenmore water softeners do not have a very long warranty, as their warranty is only good for 1 year from the purchase
date for any defects, except for leaks, which the warranty covers for 10 years on most models. Here is a link to only one sample of the Kenmore Water Softener manual, you will see right on the page #2 document that it states the warranty is only 1 year old. This is the standard for all Kenmore models.
Below are a few more links to the guarantees of some of the top models. Guides (including warranty information): Solution: If you have a problem with your Kenmore Water Softener that is not covered by the warranty, we recommend that you bring it to us here at WaterSmart to address this problem as
you may just need a simple repair that can make me much cheaper than buying a brand new system. We have been working for more than 20 years and have experience repairing Kenmore systems. System. kenmore ultrasoft 800 parts. kenmore ultrasoft 800 price. kenmore ultrasoft 800 error 1.
kenmore ultrasoft 800 how many grains. kenmore ultrasoft 800 grains. kenmore ultrasoft 800 recharge. kenmore ultrasoft 800 specs. kenmore ultrasoft 800 reset salt level
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